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tality the German worker was going to pay in blood. Fourteen
years of election success, of working-class progress, of definite
legislative achievement had but been a steady loading of
the dice against themselves. They had let initiative be filched
from them; they had made no resistance to illegality, and now
hardly anywhere in Germany was a Social Democrat in control
of any function of government; everywhere a solid wall of enemies;
armed police, armed Stahlhelm, and armed Storm Troopers
conscious of crushing superiority were only waiting their chance
to go into action. Against that display of force the more impres-
sive now as representing the force of a hostile state,, the workers
stood unorganized and unprepared. By its own negligence the
leadership had but unarmed mobs to fling against armed masses.
It talked of a general strike, but a general strike is only a simple
preliminary to further action and that must fail The leadership
was helpless and it knew it.
Already in many places Socialists and Communists—now that
with the wind of disaster blowing over the latter the hooligan
element had seen where victory probably lay and had donned
brown shirts—were making common cause against outrageous
maltreatment; all the elements of unity were present except the
determination of the leadership to achieve it. The Social Demo-
cratic leadership did indeed make a half-hpartcd effort to carry
it through, urged on by a demand so overwhelming that it could
not but listen to it. There was power in the demand^ but no
time was given it to produce a leadership which would have forced
unity on the titular leaders and deposed such of them as stood
in the way. That was probably the only hope not perhaps of
victory but of honour. Let the Socialist leadership none the less
be given the credit for having seen the necessity* It had had to
endure a good deal from Communism; there were many years
of insult, abuse, and obstruction to be forgiven. But if the rank
and file who had not had to suffer merely insult but violence
could forgive., the leaders could not but be as generous. A real
effort led by the intelligentsia was made to get the Communist
leadership to come to an agreement; the official effort was not
so hearty.

